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Analysis of the Spike Rate and Spike Correlations
in Modulated Semiconductor Lasers With

Optical Feedback
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Abstract—We investigate experimentally how changes in the ex-5
ternal cavity length and dc current affect the mean interspike-6
interval (ISI) in a modulated semiconductor laser with optical7
feedback operating in the low-frequency fluctuations regime. The8
variation of the mean ISI with the modulation frequency is shown9
to be more pronounced when time delay and dc current allow for10
low spike rate. We use the method of ordinal symbolic analysis to11
examine how time correlations (among three, four and five consec-12
utive laser spikes) change with the spike rate. This method is able to13
capture subtle changes, otherwise hidden in the dynamics. We find14
that higher spike rates wash out the effects of the modulation in15
the time correlations. Simulations using the Lang and Kobayashi16
model are in good qualitative agreement with the experimental17
observations.18

Index Terms—Semiconductor laser, optical feedback, diode19
laser modulation, optical neuron, low-frequency fluctuations, ex-20
citability.21

I. INTRODUCTION22

O PTICAL feedback in semiconductor lasers has attracted23

a lot of attention in the last three decades both for being24

relevant to applications (detrimental in some cases, desirable in25

others) and for the rich dynamical behavior that it causes (see,26

for example, [1], [2] and references therein). One of the remark-27

able phenomena observed in semiconductor lasers with optical28

feedback is known as low-frequency fluctuations (LFFs) [3]–29

[13]. It is usually observed for moderate feedback levels when30

the injection current is near the solitary laser threshold. It can31

also be caused by current modulation when the laser is under op-32

tical feedback [14]. LFFs consist of dropouts of the laser output33

intensity, in an apparently random fashion, followed by grad-34

ual step-like recovery, with an average frequency that is much35

lower than the characteristic frequencies of the system, namely,36

the external cavity frequency and the relaxation oscillation fre-37

quency. The mean time interval between intensity dropouts is38
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proportional to the reflectivity of the external reflector, propor- 39

tional to the external cavity round-trip time, and decreases with 40

increasing injection current [3], [6]. 41

The LFF dynamics is often excitable [5], [7], [15]. As ex- 42

citable behavior in neurons is known to be intimately related 43

with information processing in the brain [16], the recent years 44

saw many efforts to develop excitable photonic devices that 45

could mimic neuronal activity in information processing net- 46

works inspired by biological systems. In particular, semicon- 47

ductor lasers with optical injection [17]–[21], optical feedback 48

[22]–[25], both [26], or saturated absorbers [27]–[30] have been 49

investigated as possible optical spiking neurons. 50

In [24] we analyzed the spiking output of a semiconductor 51

laser in the LFF regime using a symbolic method of time-series 52

analysis capable of detecting subtle variations in time-correlated 53

data and showed that, at the symbolic level, the laser dynamics 54

can be well reproduced by a minimal model already known 55

for describing time correlations in sensory neurons [31]. When 56

the laser is subject to an external forcing through direct current 57

modulation [14], [32]–[39], the minimal model also reproduces 58

the symbolic dynamics. Those results suggest that LFF dropouts 59

(from now on called spikes) can be used to simulate neuronal 60

spikes in optical information processing schemes. As neuronal 61

systems encode information in sequences of correlated spikes 62

[40], [41], and temporal correlation may be used as information 63

carrier, a relevant question is how temporal correlations among 64

optical spikes are affected by variations in the spike rate imposed 65

by the laser parameters. 66

Here we study experimentally the influence of the feedback 67

delay time and of the DC value of the injection current, when 68

the laser is current-modulated and the modulations frequency 69

varies over a comprehensive range encompassing the average 70

LFF frequency without modulation. For different external cav- 71

ity lengths and DC currents we measured the mean inter-spike- 72

interval (ISI) as a function of the modulation frequency. We find 73

that the differences in the mean ISI for the different modulation 74

frequencies can be large or small, depending on the laser param- 75

eters. We then use ordinal analysis [24], [25], [42] to investigate 76

the effect of varying the spike rate in the spike correlations. We 77

find that higher spike rates wash out the effect of the current 78

modulation in the temporal correlations. Our findings suggest 79

that the spike rates must be taken into account if one wants to 80

exploit temporal correlations in modulated optical spikes to en- 81

code information. Simulations using the well-known Lang and 82

Kobayashi model are in good qualitative agreement with the 83

experimental observations. 84
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Fig. 1. Schematics of the experimental setup. LD: laser diode; NDF: neu-
tral density filter, BS: beam-splitter; M: mirror; PD: photo-detector; A: fast
amplifier; OSC: digital storage oscilloscope; RFSA: radio frequency spectrum
analyzer; COMP: computer; LCC: laser combi controller; WG: waveform gen-
erator.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP85

The experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 1. A semiconduc-86

tor laser (Sony SLD1137VS), with a solitary threshold current87

Ith =28.40 mA, temperature- and current-stabilized with an ac-88

curacy of 0.01 C and 0.01 mA, respectively, using a diode laser89

combi controller (Thorlabs ITC501), emitting at 650 nm, has90

part of its output power fed back to the laser cavity by a mir-91

ror. A 50/50 beamsplitter in the external cavity sends light to92

a photo-detector (Thorlabs DET210) that is connected to a fast93

amplifier (FEMTO HSA-Y-2-40), a 1 GHz digital storage os-94

cilloscope (Agilent Technologies Infiniium DSO9104A) and a95

radio frequency spectrum analyzer (Anritsu MS2651B). A neu-96

tral density filter in the external cavity allows to control the97

feedback power. The laser is operated at 17.00 C and, unless98

stated, the threshold reduction due to feedback is 7.3%. In the99

experiment we used three external cavity lengths, correspond-100

ing to feedback delay times, τ , of 2.5, 5 and 7.5 ns, and the DC101

current value was varied in the range between between 1.01Ith102

and 1.05Ith .103

A bias-tee in the laser mount allows the pump current to be104

modulated with a sinusoidal signal provided by a 80 MHz wave-105

form generator (Agilent 33250A), with frequency varying from106

1 to 50 MHz in steps of 1 MHz, and peak-to-peak amplitudes,107

Amod = 0.8% and 1.6% of Ith . Only for the higher modulation108

amplitude and the lower IDC the laser operates momentarily109

below the solitary threshold Ith , in a range where the LFFs are110

still observed, and no remarkable qualitative difference due to111

this fact appears. For all other values of modulation amplitude112

and IDC the laser current is always above Ith . The experiment is113

controlled by a LabVIEW program that acquires the time series,114

detects the spikes, and calculates the ISIs until a minimum of115

60 000 ISIs are recorded. Then, the program changes the mod-116

ulation frequency and/or amplitude, waits 10 s to let transients117

die away, and the process is repeated.118

III. LANG AND KOBAYASHI MODEL119

The Lang and Kobayashi rate equations [43], in adimensional120

form, for the slowly varying complex electric field E and the121

carrier density N are 122

dE

dt
=

1
2τp

(1 + iα)(G − 1)E + ηE(t − τ)e−iω0 τ +
√

2βspξ

(1)

dN

dt
=

1
τN

(μ − N − G|E|2) (2)

where α is the linewidth enhacement factor, τp and τN are the 123

photon and carrier lifetimes respectively, G = N/(1 + ε|E|2) 124

is the optical gain (with ε a saturation coefficient), μ is the pump 125

current parameter, η is the feedback coupling coefficient, τ is 126

the feedback delay time, ω0 is the solitary laser frequency, ω0τ 127

is the feedback phase, βsp is the noise strength, representing 128

spontaneous emission, and ξ is a Gaussian distribution with 129

zero mean and unit variance. The current modulation is simu- 130

lated as μ = μ0 + a sin(2πfmodt), where a is the modulation 131

amplitude, fmod is the modulation frequency and μ0 is the DC 132

current. We used in the simulations a = 0.004, 0.008, that corre- 133

spond, respectively, to peak-to-peak amplitudes Amod = 0.8% 134

and 1.6% of the threshold current, that is μ = 1 in this model. 135

fmod varies from 1 to 51 MHz, in steps of 1 MHz. 136

The laser parameters used in the simulations are typical. In 137

all simulations we used: ε = 0.01, τp = 1.67 ps, τN = 1 ns, 138

βsp = 5 × 10−5 ns−1 , η = 10 ns−1 , and α = 4. To simulate 139

the experimental situations we used three values of τ , τ = 2.5, 140

5 and 7.5 ns, and μ0 is varied between 1.01 and 1.03. For 141

each modulation frequency we simulated 2 ms and averaged the 142

intensity time series over a sliding window of 1 ns to reproduce 143

the bandwidth of the detection system. The averaged series 144

contained between 21 230 and 74 680 ISIs, depending on the 145

parameters. 146

IV. ORDINAL SYMBOLIC ANALYSIS 147

Ordinal analysis [44] and other advanced nonlinear tools have 148

been recently used to investigate the nonlinear dynamics of 149

semiconductor lasers [24], [25], [42], [45]–[49]. Here we ana- 150

lyze the simulated and the experimental ISI sequences using or- 151

dinal analysis, as in [24], [25], [42]. Each ISI sequence, {ΔTi}, 152

is transformed into a sequence of ordinal patterns (OPs), which 153

are defined by considering the relative length of D consecutive 154

ISIs and assigning them a symbol that indicates their relative 155

length, in the same order as they appear in the sequence. The 156

shortest interval is assigned 0 and the longest interval is assigned 157

D − 1. For D = 2 the only two possibilities are: ΔTi > ΔTi+1 158

that gives the ‘10’ OP, and ΔTi < ΔTi+1 that gives the ‘01’ OP. 159

For D = 3 there are six possibilities: ΔTi < ΔTi+1 < ΔTi+2 160

gives ‘012’, ΔTi+1 < ΔTi < ΔTi+2 gives ‘102’, and so on. As 161

an example, in Fig. 2(b) the ISIs forming an ‘102’ OP are shown. 162

For D = 4 the OPs are defined similarly. The OPs probabilities 163

are then calculated by counting their frequency of occurrence in 164

the sequence. 165

This symbolic transformation has the drawback that it disre- 166

gards the information about the precise duration of the ISIs, but 167

it has the advantage that it keeps the information about temporal 168

correlations among them, i.e., about correlations in the timing 169
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Fig. 2. Experimental and simulated intensity time series with and without modulation for different spike rate conditions. Am od = 1.6% of Ith . a-f: experimental.
g-i: simulations. a-c: IDC =1.01Ith , τ=5 ns. d-f: IDC =1.03Ith , τ=2.5 ns. g-i: μ0 =1.01, τ=5 ns. a,d,g: no modulation. b,e,h: fm od = 5 MHz. c,f,i: fm od = 50
MHz.

of the optical spikes. Specifically, in the Section VI we analyze170

correlations among 3 spikes (by using D = 2 OPs), 4 spikes (by171

using D = 3 OPs) and 5 spikes (by using D = 4 OPs).172

V. ANALYSIS OF THE SPIKE RATE OF THE MODULATED LASER173

Time series showing the lasers spikes for different conditions174

are displayed in Fig. 2. In all the panels the time interval is 1175

μs, and the modulation amplitude is 1.6% of Ith . The panels176

in the same line are for the same τ and IDC (μ0), the panels in177

the same column are for the same modulation frequency fmod ,178

or no modulation. In the panels 2 a-c, where the parameters179

allow for a relatively slow LFF dynamics, we can see that a180

slow fmod (2 b) do not change remarkably the spike rate present181

in the unmodulated laser (2 a), while a fast fmod provokes a182

considerable increase in the spike rate as we can see in panel183

2 c, where the spikes are entrained: they occur each 3 or 4184

modulation cycles. In the faster LFF dynamics of panels 2 e-f185

we also see that the slow fmod (2 e) does not change much the186

spike rate we have in the unmodulated case (2 d). In 2 f the187

dropouts are also entrained, occurring each 2 or 3 modulation188

cycles.189

Panels 2 g-h display time series simulated with the Lang190

and Kobayashi model, for μ0 = 1.01 and τ = 5 ns. The LFF191

dynamics is a bit faster in the simulations. Despite this fact,192

we shall see that the influence of τ and IDC in the spike rates193

and correlations observed in the experiments is qualitatively194

well reproduced by the model. We note a general qualitative195

agreement between panels 2a-c and 2g-i. For fast fmod , the196

dropouts in the numerical series are also entrained, occurring197

each 2 or 3 modulation cycles (panel 2 i).198

The effects of varying the time delay and the pump current on199

the experimental spike rate are shown in Fig. 3. The modulation200

Fig. 3. (a) Experimental mean ISI as function of the modulation frequency
for three different time delays. 2.5 and 7.5 ns: IDC = 1.03Ith . 5 ns: IDC =
1.024Ith , threshold reduction of 7.1%. (b) Experimental mean ISI as function
of the modulation frequency for five different DC currents. τ = 5 ns. Am od =
1.6% of Ith .

amplitude is as in Fig. 2. In panel 3 a the mean ISI for three 201

external cavities, corresponding to time delays of 2.5, 5 and 7.5 202

ns, are plotted against the modulation frequency. The curves for 203

5 and 7.5 ns present a plateau for low frequencies, followed by 204

a rapid decrease in the mean ISIs as the modulation frequency 205

increases, and a local minimum and maximum, after which 206

the mean ISI varies little for 7.5 ns, and continue to decrease 207

for 5 ns. The local minimum and maximum occur for higher 208

frequencies in the curve for 5 ns and are absent in the curve 209

for 2.5 ns, where the mean ISI decrease almost monotonically. 210

Varying the current, Fig. 3(b), one can follow the variations in 211

the spike rate in a more gradual way. In panel 3 b the curves 212
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Fig. 4. (a) Mean ISI from simulations as function of the modulation frequency
for three different time delays. μ0 = 1.01. (b) Mean ISI from simulations as
function of the modulation frequency for three different DC current parameters,
μ0 . τ = 5 ns. Am od = 1.6%.

for low IDC resemble the curves for τ = 5, 7.5 ns in 3 a. As213

the current increases, the plateau in the low frequency region214

increases and local minimum and maximum move to higher215

frequencies, while the curves become more flat.216

Fig. 4 presents the results of simulations. The mean ISI vs.217

modulation frequency for different τ and μ0 is displayed. The218

numerical curves resemble the experimental ones, the plateau219

for low frequency and the following rapid decrease can be seen.220

The main difference is the oscillations that occur at intermediate221

and high frequencies, much stronger in the experimental curves.222

We can see a small oscillation in the curves for τ = 5, 7.5 ns in223

panel 4 a and the curve for μ0 = 1.01 in panel 4 b.224

From Figs. 3 and 4 we can conclude that when the parame-225

ters are such that the natural spike rate (without modulation) is226

slow (i.e., for long delay or low IDC ) then, the modulation fre-227

quency affects more strongly the mean ISI, that, with exception228

of a few narrow intervals, decreases with increasing modulation229

frequency. In other words, faster modulation is able to produce230

faster spikes. On the contrary, when the spikes without modula-231

tion are already fast (for short delay or for large IDC ) then, the232

modulation frequency has a smaller effect in the spike rate.233

VI. ANALYSIS OF SPIKE CORRELATIONS VIA ORDINAL234

SYMBOLIC ANALYSIS235

Although ordinal symbolic analysis does not take into account236

the exact duration of the ISIs, it can capture subtle changes in237

time correlations among consecutive laser spikes, as the under-238

lying correlations affect the probabilities of the OPs: if no cor-239

relations are present in the spike sequence, all OPs are equally240

probable; as there are D! possible OPs of dimension D, their241

expected probability is 1/D!. Thus, if there are OPs whose242

probability is significantly different from 1/D!, they unveil the243

existence of serial correlations in the timing of the laser spikes.244

Fig. 5 displays the results of the analysis of the experi-245

mental data: the probability of the pattern ‘210’ is plotted for246

three delays and two modulation amplitudes. By analyzing the247

Fig. 5. Symbolic analysis of experimental ISI data: ‘210’ probability against
modulation frequency, for two modulation amplitudes and three time delays.
a-b: τ = 7.5 ns, IDC = 1.03Ith . c-d: τ = 5 ns, IDC = 1.024Ith , threshold
reduction: 7.1%. e-f: τ = 2.5 ns, IDC = 1.03Ith . a,c,e: Am od = 0.8% of
Ith . b,e,f: Am od = 1.6% of Ith . Full symbols: original data. Empty symbols:
surrogate data.

probability of this pattern, we investigate the existence of time 248

correlations among 4 consecutive spikes. We chose this pattern 249

because its probability is the one that differs the most from the 250

1/6 value expected if no correlations are present in the spike 251

sequence (i.e., if all the patterns are equally probable). In order 252

to demonstrate that the probability of this pattern indeed unveils 253

the presence of spike correlations, in Fig. 5 we also plot in empty 254

symbols the probability of ‘210’ computed from surrogate data, 255

i.e., when we shuffle the ISIs. 256

In panel 5 a) there is a clear oscillation in the probability 257

for intermediate frequencies. Observation of the changes in this 258

oscillation pattern along the two columns (different amplitudes) 259

and the three lines (different time delays), leads to the follow- 260

ing conclusions: i) the increase of the modulation amplitude in- 261

creases the differences between maxima and minima and moves 262

the oscillation pattern to higher frequencies; ii) the decrease in 263

the time delay decreases the differences between maxima and 264

minima and moves the oscillation pattern to higher frequencies, 265

in such a way that for 2.5 ns delay we can see only the first local 266

minimum of the oscillation pattern. 267

In Fig. 6 we present the analysis of simulated data: the proba- 268

bility of ‘210’ for original and surrogate data. A good agreement 269

with the experimental results of Fig. 5 is observed. 270

A similar behavior is observed when the DC value of the 271

injection current changes. In Fig. 7 we plot, for experimental 272

ISIs, the probability of the ‘210’ pattern for five different DC 273

currents for the same modulation amplitudes and time delays 274

as in Fig. 5. The variation of the oscillation pattern in the ‘210’ 275

probability when IDC increases is the same as in Fig. 5 when 276

τ decreases, as in both cases the intrinsic (without modulation) 277

spike rate increases. For the higher amplitude (1.6%, second 278

column) maxima and minima are more pronounced, and they 279

occur at higher modulation frequencies. For increasing injection 280

current (from top to bottom) the probability curve becomes more 281

flat, as the oscillation pattern moves to higher frequencies. These 282

observations are the same for Fig. 8, where the probabilities for 283
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Fig. 6. Symbolic analysis of simulated ISI data: ‘210’ probability against
modulation frequency, for two modulation amplitudes and three time delays.
μ0 = 1.01. a-b: τ= 7.5 ns. c-d: τ = 5 ns. e-f: τ = 2.5 ns. a,c,e: Am od = 0.8%
of Ith . b,e,f: Am od = 1.6% of Ith . Full symbols: original data. Empty symbols:
surrogate data.

Fig. 7. Symbolic analysis of experimental ISI data: ‘210’ probability against
modulation frequency, for two modulation amplitudes and five IDC . τ = 5
ns. a-b: IDC = 1.01Ith . c-d: IDC = 1.02Ith . e-f: IDC = 1.03Ith . g-h:
IDC = 1.04Ith . i-j: IDC = 1.05Ith . a,c,e,g,i: Am od = 0.8% of Ith . b,d,f,h,j:
Am od = 1.6% of Ith . Full symbols: original data. Empty symbols: surrogate
data.

the pattern ‘210’ are plotted for the simulated ISIs, for the same284

values of μ0 used in Fig. 4(b).285

From the observations above we can see that, as the dynamics286

becomes faster and the spike rate increases, the differences in287

the time correlations among 4 consecutive spikes for the differ-288

ent modulation frequencies fade away. Fig. 9, that displays for289

experimental data the probabilities of the ‘10’ (top row) and the290

‘3210’ (bottom row) patterns vs. the modulation frequency and291

IDC , shows that it also occurs for the correlations among 3 and292

among 5 consecutive spikes. The same general trends observed293

for ‘210’ can be seen here as the maxima and minima move to294

higher frequencies (see the color patterns shifting to the right295

and to the top) and the differences between maxima and minima296

diminish, as the injection current increases.297

Fig. 8. Symbolic analysis of simulated ISI data: ‘210’ probability against mod-
ulation frequency, for two modulation amplitudes and three values of μ0 . τ = 5
ns. a-b: μ0 = 1.01. c-d: μ0 = 1.02. e-f: μ0 = 1.03. a,c,e: Am od = 0.8%.
b,d,f: Am od = 1.6%. Full symbols: original data. Empty symbols: surrogate
data.

Fig. 9. Symbolic analysis of experimental ISI data. a,b: ‘10’ OP probability
for varying IDC and modulation current. c,d: ‘3210’ OP probability for varying
IDC and modulation frequency. a,c: Am od = 0.8% of Ith . b,d: Am od = 1.6%
of Ith .

These results demonstrate that serial spike correlations tend 298

to diminish as the spike rate of the unmodulated laser becomes 299

faster (the laser spike rate increases either when the delay time 300

is decreased, or when the pump current is increased). 301

VII. DISCUSSION 302

As we have seen, ordinal analysis provides information about 303

the presence of underlying serial correlations in the spike se- 304

quence, which complements the information that can be gained 305

by applying traditional time-series analysis tools. Many studies 306

of the modulated LFFs, using return maps, spectral measure- 307

ments, etc., have been reported in the literature. For example, 308

by using return maps, Giudici et al. [5] and Sukow and Gauthier 309
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[34] demonstrated experimentally that spikes occur preferen-310

tially at time intervals that are multiples of the modulation pe-311

riod. Lam et al. [33] proposed an explanation based on the adi-312

abatic motion of the ellipse formed by the steady state solutions313

of the Lang and Kobayashi model, due to slow modulation. On314

the other hand, Mendez et al. [35] showed that the organization315

of the experimental periodic orbits was equivalent to that of the316

periodic solutions of a simple, low dimensional model proposed317

by Eguia et al. [50]. By analyzing the distribution of ISIs, Buldú318

et al. [51] and Marino et al. [36] found evidence of stochastic319

resonance [52], as there is an optimal modulation frequency that320

maximizes the spike regularity.321

In our previous work [42] we used ordinal analysis to inves-322

tigate how the correlations among several dropouts are affected323

by the modulation frequency and found that the minima and324

maxima of ‘210’ OP probability were related to the noisy phase-325

locking of the spikes. Here we have focused on understanding326

how parameters that determine the natural spike rate (without327

modulation) affect this behavior. A crucial question remains that328

is: which physical mechanisms cause these correlations? While329

these are still unclear, because the same oscillations in the OP330

probabilities are seen in experimental and in numerical data,331

and they are clearly modified by model parameters (such as the332

pump current or the delay time), we speculate that the spike333

correlations are due to the specific organization of the trajecto-334

ries in the systems phase space. The mechanisms responsible335

for spike correlations could also be related to the interplay of336

noise and modulation, in similar way as in stochastic resonance,337

where for an appropriated modulation frequency, the interplay338

of modulation and noise results in maximum spike regularity.339

Most importantly, these correlations could be generic features of340

periodically forced excitable systems: the observations of Fein-341

gold et al. [53] suggested that these systems can be described by342

circle maps, and several of us have shown [24] that a modified343

circle map adequately explains the correlations present in the344

LFF spikes, both, with and without modulation. In [24] it was345

shown that the OP probabilities (experimental observations and346

Lang and Kobayashi model simulations) display a well-defined,347

hierarchical and clustered structure, which is the same as that348

found in a modified circle map. Since the circle map describes349

many dynamical systems, including excitable ones, such corre-350

lations could also occur in other systems.351

VIII. CONCLUSION352

We have studied experimentally the dynamics of a directly353

modulated semiconductor laser with optical feedback in the354

LFF regime. Specifically, we studied how the external cavity355

length (i.e., the feedback delay time, τ ) and the DC value of356

the injection current, IDC , affect the mean ISI and the spike357

correlations.358

Although increasing the modulation frequency in general359

tends to decrease the mean ISI, the effect is non-monotonous and360

there are some oscillations. Moreover, the modulation frequency361

can have a strong or a small effect in the spike rate, depending362

on the parameters. Specifically, if the laser spike rate, without363

modulation, is slow (for large τ or for low IDC ), increasing the364

modulation frequency results in considerably faster spikes; on365

the contrary, if the spike rate is fast (for short τ or for high 366

IDC ), the modulation frequency has only a small effect on the 367

spike rate, and fast modulation is unable to produce much faster 368

spikes. 369

By using symbolic ordinal analysis we also studied how the 370

changes in the spike rate affect the correlations among several 371

consecutive spikes. We calculated the probabilities of occur- 372

rence of the OPs that represent increasingly close spikes: ‘3210’, 373

‘210’ and ‘10’. We used a clearly visible oscillation pattern in 374

the OPs’ probability, when it is plotted against the modulation 375

frequency, to track the changes in the temporal correlations. We 376

found an equivalent effect when decreasing the time delay or 377

when increasing the DC value of the injection current, as the pat- 378

tern moves to higher modulation frequency and the differences 379

between maxima and minima fade out. As the intrinsic spiking 380

dynamics becomes faster, the effects of the current modulation 381

become less pronounced and the temporal correlations for the 382

different modulation frequencies become all alike. 383

We also analyzed simulated spike sequences, using the Lang 384

and Kobayashi model with typical parameters, and found a good 385

qualitative agreement with the experimental observations. 386

Our observations are important for developing optical neu- 387

rons that fully mimic biological ones, which encode the infor- 388

mation about external input signals in the spike rate and in the 389

spike timing. In other words, neuronal systems use sequences 390

of correlated spikes for information encoding and processing 391

and therefore, spike correlations should be carefully taken into 392

consideration when designing optical neurons that mimic the 393

behavior of biological neurons. Our results suggest that there 394

is limited range of modulation frequencies that affect the spike 395

rate and produce spike correlations: if the modulation is too fast, 396

the spike correlations are washed out. 397
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Analysis of the Spike Rate and Spike Correlations
in Modulated Semiconductor Lasers With

Optical Feedback

1

2

3

Taciano Sorrentino, C. Quintero-Quiroz, M. C. Torrent, and Cristina Masoller4

Abstract—We investigate experimentally how changes in the ex-5
ternal cavity length and dc current affect the mean interspike-6
interval (ISI) in a modulated semiconductor laser with optical7
feedback operating in the low-frequency fluctuations regime. The8
variation of the mean ISI with the modulation frequency is shown9
to be more pronounced when time delay and dc current allow for10
low spike rate. We use the method of ordinal symbolic analysis to11
examine how time correlations (among three, four and five consec-12
utive laser spikes) change with the spike rate. This method is able to13
capture subtle changes, otherwise hidden in the dynamics. We find14
that higher spike rates wash out the effects of the modulation in15
the time correlations. Simulations using the Lang and Kobayashi16
model are in good qualitative agreement with the experimental17
observations.18

Index Terms—Semiconductor laser, optical feedback, diode19
laser modulation, optical neuron, low-frequency fluctuations, ex-20
citability.21

I. INTRODUCTION22

O PTICAL feedback in semiconductor lasers has attracted23

a lot of attention in the last three decades both for being24

relevant to applications (detrimental in some cases, desirable in25

others) and for the rich dynamical behavior that it causes (see,26

for example, [1], [2] and references therein). One of the remark-27

able phenomena observed in semiconductor lasers with optical28

feedback is known as low-frequency fluctuations (LFFs) [3]–29

[13]. It is usually observed for moderate feedback levels when30

the injection current is near the solitary laser threshold. It can31

also be caused by current modulation when the laser is under op-32

tical feedback [14]. LFFs consist of dropouts of the laser output33

intensity, in an apparently random fashion, followed by grad-34

ual step-like recovery, with an average frequency that is much35

lower than the characteristic frequencies of the system, namely,36

the external cavity frequency and the relaxation oscillation fre-37

quency. The mean time interval between intensity dropouts is38
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proportional to the reflectivity of the external reflector, propor- 39

tional to the external cavity round-trip time, and decreases with 40

increasing injection current [3], [6]. 41

The LFF dynamics is often excitable [5], [7], [15]. As ex- 42

citable behavior in neurons is known to be intimately related 43

with information processing in the brain [16], the recent years 44

saw many efforts to develop excitable photonic devices that 45

could mimic neuronal activity in information processing net- 46

works inspired by biological systems. In particular, semicon- 47

ductor lasers with optical injection [17]–[21], optical feedback 48

[22]–[25], both [26], or saturated absorbers [27]–[30] have been 49

investigated as possible optical spiking neurons. 50

In [24] we analyzed the spiking output of a semiconductor 51

laser in the LFF regime using a symbolic method of time-series 52

analysis capable of detecting subtle variations in time-correlated 53

data and showed that, at the symbolic level, the laser dynamics 54

can be well reproduced by a minimal model already known 55

for describing time correlations in sensory neurons [31]. When 56

the laser is subject to an external forcing through direct current 57

modulation [14], [32]–[39], the minimal model also reproduces 58

the symbolic dynamics. Those results suggest that LFF dropouts 59

(from now on called spikes) can be used to simulate neuronal 60

spikes in optical information processing schemes. As neuronal 61

systems encode information in sequences of correlated spikes 62

[40], [41], and temporal correlation may be used as information 63

carrier, a relevant question is how temporal correlations among 64

optical spikes are affected by variations in the spike rate imposed 65

by the laser parameters. 66

Here we study experimentally the influence of the feedback 67

delay time and of the DC value of the injection current, when 68

the laser is current-modulated and the modulations frequency 69

varies over a comprehensive range encompassing the average 70

LFF frequency without modulation. For different external cav- 71

ity lengths and DC currents we measured the mean inter-spike- 72

interval (ISI) as a function of the modulation frequency. We find 73

that the differences in the mean ISI for the different modulation 74

frequencies can be large or small, depending on the laser param- 75

eters. We then use ordinal analysis [24], [25], [42] to investigate 76

the effect of varying the spike rate in the spike correlations. We 77

find that higher spike rates wash out the effect of the current 78

modulation in the temporal correlations. Our findings suggest 79

that the spike rates must be taken into account if one wants to 80

exploit temporal correlations in modulated optical spikes to en- 81

code information. Simulations using the well-known Lang and 82

Kobayashi model are in good qualitative agreement with the 83

experimental observations. 84

1077-260X © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Fig. 1. Schematics of the experimental setup. LD: laser diode; NDF: neu-
tral density filter, BS: beam-splitter; M: mirror; PD: photo-detector; A: fast
amplifier; OSC: digital storage oscilloscope; RFSA: radio frequency spectrum
analyzer; COMP: computer; LCC: laser combi controller; WG: waveform gen-
erator.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP85

The experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 1. A semiconduc-86

tor laser (Sony SLD1137VS), with a solitary threshold current87

Ith =28.40 mA, temperature- and current-stabilized with an ac-88

curacy of 0.01 C and 0.01 mA, respectively, using a diode laser89

combi controller (Thorlabs ITC501), emitting at 650 nm, has90

part of its output power fed back to the laser cavity by a mir-91

ror. A 50/50 beamsplitter in the external cavity sends light to92

a photo-detector (Thorlabs DET210) that is connected to a fast93

amplifier (FEMTO HSA-Y-2-40), a 1 GHz digital storage os-94

cilloscope (Agilent Technologies Infiniium DSO9104A) and a95

radio frequency spectrum analyzer (Anritsu MS2651B). A neu-96

tral density filter in the external cavity allows to control the97

feedback power. The laser is operated at 17.00 C and, unless98

stated, the threshold reduction due to feedback is 7.3%. In the99

experiment we used three external cavity lengths, correspond-100

ing to feedback delay times, τ , of 2.5, 5 and 7.5 ns, and the DC101

current value was varied in the range between between 1.01Ith102

and 1.05Ith .103

A bias-tee in the laser mount allows the pump current to be104

modulated with a sinusoidal signal provided by a 80 MHz wave-105

form generator (Agilent 33250A), with frequency varying from106

1 to 50 MHz in steps of 1 MHz, and peak-to-peak amplitudes,107

Amod = 0.8% and 1.6% of Ith . Only for the higher modulation108

amplitude and the lower IDC the laser operates momentarily109

below the solitary threshold Ith , in a range where the LFFs are110

still observed, and no remarkable qualitative difference due to111

this fact appears. For all other values of modulation amplitude112

and IDC the laser current is always above Ith . The experiment is113

controlled by a LabVIEW program that acquires the time series,114

detects the spikes, and calculates the ISIs until a minimum of115

60 000 ISIs are recorded. Then, the program changes the mod-116

ulation frequency and/or amplitude, waits 10 s to let transients117

die away, and the process is repeated.118

III. LANG AND KOBAYASHI MODEL119

The Lang and Kobayashi rate equations [43], in adimensional120

form, for the slowly varying complex electric field E and the121

carrier density N are 122

dE

dt
=

1
2τp

(1 + iα)(G − 1)E + ηE(t − τ)e−iω0 τ +
√

2βspξ

(1)

dN

dt
=

1
τN

(μ − N − G|E|2) (2)

where α is the linewidth enhacement factor, τp and τN are the 123

photon and carrier lifetimes respectively, G = N/(1 + ε|E|2) 124

is the optical gain (with ε a saturation coefficient), μ is the pump 125

current parameter, η is the feedback coupling coefficient, τ is 126

the feedback delay time, ω0 is the solitary laser frequency, ω0τ 127

is the feedback phase, βsp is the noise strength, representing 128

spontaneous emission, and ξ is a Gaussian distribution with 129

zero mean and unit variance. The current modulation is simu- 130

lated as μ = μ0 + a sin(2πfmodt), where a is the modulation 131

amplitude, fmod is the modulation frequency and μ0 is the DC 132

current. We used in the simulations a = 0.004, 0.008, that corre- 133

spond, respectively, to peak-to-peak amplitudes Amod = 0.8% 134

and 1.6% of the threshold current, that is μ = 1 in this model. 135

fmod varies from 1 to 51 MHz, in steps of 1 MHz. 136

The laser parameters used in the simulations are typical. In 137

all simulations we used: ε = 0.01, τp = 1.67 ps, τN = 1 ns, 138

βsp = 5 × 10−5 ns−1 , η = 10 ns−1 , and α = 4. To simulate 139

the experimental situations we used three values of τ , τ = 2.5, 140

5 and 7.5 ns, and μ0 is varied between 1.01 and 1.03. For 141

each modulation frequency we simulated 2 ms and averaged the 142

intensity time series over a sliding window of 1 ns to reproduce 143

the bandwidth of the detection system. The averaged series 144

contained between 21 230 and 74 680 ISIs, depending on the 145

parameters. 146

IV. ORDINAL SYMBOLIC ANALYSIS 147

Ordinal analysis [44] and other advanced nonlinear tools have 148

been recently used to investigate the nonlinear dynamics of 149

semiconductor lasers [24], [25], [42], [45]–[49]. Here we ana- 150

lyze the simulated and the experimental ISI sequences using or- 151

dinal analysis, as in [24], [25], [42]. Each ISI sequence, {ΔTi}, 152

is transformed into a sequence of ordinal patterns (OPs), which 153

are defined by considering the relative length of D consecutive 154

ISIs and assigning them a symbol that indicates their relative 155

length, in the same order as they appear in the sequence. The 156

shortest interval is assigned 0 and the longest interval is assigned 157

D − 1. For D = 2 the only two possibilities are: ΔTi > ΔTi+1 158

that gives the ‘10’ OP, and ΔTi < ΔTi+1 that gives the ‘01’ OP. 159

For D = 3 there are six possibilities: ΔTi < ΔTi+1 < ΔTi+2 160

gives ‘012’, ΔTi+1 < ΔTi < ΔTi+2 gives ‘102’, and so on. As 161

an example, in Fig. 2(b) the ISIs forming an ‘102’ OP are shown. 162

For D = 4 the OPs are defined similarly. The OPs probabilities 163

are then calculated by counting their frequency of occurrence in 164

the sequence. 165

This symbolic transformation has the drawback that it disre- 166

gards the information about the precise duration of the ISIs, but 167

it has the advantage that it keeps the information about temporal 168

correlations among them, i.e., about correlations in the timing 169
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Fig. 2. Experimental and simulated intensity time series with and without modulation for different spike rate conditions. Am od = 1.6% of Ith . a-f: experimental.
g-i: simulations. a-c: IDC =1.01Ith , τ=5 ns. d-f: IDC =1.03Ith , τ=2.5 ns. g-i: μ0 =1.01, τ=5 ns. a,d,g: no modulation. b,e,h: fm od = 5 MHz. c,f,i: fm od = 50
MHz.

of the optical spikes. Specifically, in the Section VI we analyze170

correlations among 3 spikes (by using D = 2 OPs), 4 spikes (by171

using D = 3 OPs) and 5 spikes (by using D = 4 OPs).172

V. ANALYSIS OF THE SPIKE RATE OF THE MODULATED LASER173

Time series showing the lasers spikes for different conditions174

are displayed in Fig. 2. In all the panels the time interval is 1175

μs, and the modulation amplitude is 1.6% of Ith . The panels176

in the same line are for the same τ and IDC (μ0), the panels in177

the same column are for the same modulation frequency fmod ,178

or no modulation. In the panels 2 a-c, where the parameters179

allow for a relatively slow LFF dynamics, we can see that a180

slow fmod (2 b) do not change remarkably the spike rate present181

in the unmodulated laser (2 a), while a fast fmod provokes a182

considerable increase in the spike rate as we can see in panel183

2 c, where the spikes are entrained: they occur each 3 or 4184

modulation cycles. In the faster LFF dynamics of panels 2 e-f185

we also see that the slow fmod (2 e) does not change much the186

spike rate we have in the unmodulated case (2 d). In 2 f the187

dropouts are also entrained, occurring each 2 or 3 modulation188

cycles.189

Panels 2 g-h display time series simulated with the Lang190

and Kobayashi model, for μ0 = 1.01 and τ = 5 ns. The LFF191

dynamics is a bit faster in the simulations. Despite this fact,192

we shall see that the influence of τ and IDC in the spike rates193

and correlations observed in the experiments is qualitatively194

well reproduced by the model. We note a general qualitative195

agreement between panels 2a-c and 2g-i. For fast fmod , the196

dropouts in the numerical series are also entrained, occurring197

each 2 or 3 modulation cycles (panel 2 i).198

The effects of varying the time delay and the pump current on199

the experimental spike rate are shown in Fig. 3. The modulation200

Fig. 3. (a) Experimental mean ISI as function of the modulation frequency
for three different time delays. 2.5 and 7.5 ns: IDC = 1.03Ith . 5 ns: IDC =
1.024Ith , threshold reduction of 7.1%. (b) Experimental mean ISI as function
of the modulation frequency for five different DC currents. τ = 5 ns. Am od =
1.6% of Ith .

amplitude is as in Fig. 2. In panel 3 a the mean ISI for three 201

external cavities, corresponding to time delays of 2.5, 5 and 7.5 202

ns, are plotted against the modulation frequency. The curves for 203

5 and 7.5 ns present a plateau for low frequencies, followed by 204

a rapid decrease in the mean ISIs as the modulation frequency 205

increases, and a local minimum and maximum, after which 206

the mean ISI varies little for 7.5 ns, and continue to decrease 207

for 5 ns. The local minimum and maximum occur for higher 208

frequencies in the curve for 5 ns and are absent in the curve 209

for 2.5 ns, where the mean ISI decrease almost monotonically. 210

Varying the current, Fig. 3(b), one can follow the variations in 211

the spike rate in a more gradual way. In panel 3 b the curves 212
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Fig. 4. (a) Mean ISI from simulations as function of the modulation frequency
for three different time delays. μ0 = 1.01. (b) Mean ISI from simulations as
function of the modulation frequency for three different DC current parameters,
μ0 . τ = 5 ns. Am od = 1.6%.

for low IDC resemble the curves for τ = 5, 7.5 ns in 3 a. As213

the current increases, the plateau in the low frequency region214

increases and local minimum and maximum move to higher215

frequencies, while the curves become more flat.216

Fig. 4 presents the results of simulations. The mean ISI vs.217

modulation frequency for different τ and μ0 is displayed. The218

numerical curves resemble the experimental ones, the plateau219

for low frequency and the following rapid decrease can be seen.220

The main difference is the oscillations that occur at intermediate221

and high frequencies, much stronger in the experimental curves.222

We can see a small oscillation in the curves for τ = 5, 7.5 ns in223

panel 4 a and the curve for μ0 = 1.01 in panel 4 b.224

From Figs. 3 and 4 we can conclude that when the parame-225

ters are such that the natural spike rate (without modulation) is226

slow (i.e., for long delay or low IDC ) then, the modulation fre-227

quency affects more strongly the mean ISI, that, with exception228

of a few narrow intervals, decreases with increasing modulation229

frequency. In other words, faster modulation is able to produce230

faster spikes. On the contrary, when the spikes without modula-231

tion are already fast (for short delay or for large IDC ) then, the232

modulation frequency has a smaller effect in the spike rate.233

VI. ANALYSIS OF SPIKE CORRELATIONS VIA ORDINAL234

SYMBOLIC ANALYSIS235

Although ordinal symbolic analysis does not take into account236

the exact duration of the ISIs, it can capture subtle changes in237

time correlations among consecutive laser spikes, as the under-238

lying correlations affect the probabilities of the OPs: if no cor-239

relations are present in the spike sequence, all OPs are equally240

probable; as there are D! possible OPs of dimension D, their241

expected probability is 1/D!. Thus, if there are OPs whose242

probability is significantly different from 1/D!, they unveil the243

existence of serial correlations in the timing of the laser spikes.244

Fig. 5 displays the results of the analysis of the experi-245

mental data: the probability of the pattern ‘210’ is plotted for246

three delays and two modulation amplitudes. By analyzing the247

Fig. 5. Symbolic analysis of experimental ISI data: ‘210’ probability against
modulation frequency, for two modulation amplitudes and three time delays.
a-b: τ = 7.5 ns, IDC = 1.03Ith . c-d: τ = 5 ns, IDC = 1.024Ith , threshold
reduction: 7.1%. e-f: τ = 2.5 ns, IDC = 1.03Ith . a,c,e: Am od = 0.8% of
Ith . b,e,f: Am od = 1.6% of Ith . Full symbols: original data. Empty symbols:
surrogate data.

probability of this pattern, we investigate the existence of time 248

correlations among 4 consecutive spikes. We chose this pattern 249

because its probability is the one that differs the most from the 250

1/6 value expected if no correlations are present in the spike 251

sequence (i.e., if all the patterns are equally probable). In order 252

to demonstrate that the probability of this pattern indeed unveils 253

the presence of spike correlations, in Fig. 5 we also plot in empty 254

symbols the probability of ‘210’ computed from surrogate data, 255

i.e., when we shuffle the ISIs. 256

In panel 5 a) there is a clear oscillation in the probability 257

for intermediate frequencies. Observation of the changes in this 258

oscillation pattern along the two columns (different amplitudes) 259

and the three lines (different time delays), leads to the follow- 260

ing conclusions: i) the increase of the modulation amplitude in- 261

creases the differences between maxima and minima and moves 262

the oscillation pattern to higher frequencies; ii) the decrease in 263

the time delay decreases the differences between maxima and 264

minima and moves the oscillation pattern to higher frequencies, 265

in such a way that for 2.5 ns delay we can see only the first local 266

minimum of the oscillation pattern. 267

In Fig. 6 we present the analysis of simulated data: the proba- 268

bility of ‘210’ for original and surrogate data. A good agreement 269

with the experimental results of Fig. 5 is observed. 270

A similar behavior is observed when the DC value of the 271

injection current changes. In Fig. 7 we plot, for experimental 272

ISIs, the probability of the ‘210’ pattern for five different DC 273

currents for the same modulation amplitudes and time delays 274

as in Fig. 5. The variation of the oscillation pattern in the ‘210’ 275

probability when IDC increases is the same as in Fig. 5 when 276

τ decreases, as in both cases the intrinsic (without modulation) 277

spike rate increases. For the higher amplitude (1.6%, second 278

column) maxima and minima are more pronounced, and they 279

occur at higher modulation frequencies. For increasing injection 280

current (from top to bottom) the probability curve becomes more 281

flat, as the oscillation pattern moves to higher frequencies. These 282

observations are the same for Fig. 8, where the probabilities for 283
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Fig. 6. Symbolic analysis of simulated ISI data: ‘210’ probability against
modulation frequency, for two modulation amplitudes and three time delays.
μ0 = 1.01. a-b: τ= 7.5 ns. c-d: τ = 5 ns. e-f: τ = 2.5 ns. a,c,e: Am od = 0.8%
of Ith . b,e,f: Am od = 1.6% of Ith . Full symbols: original data. Empty symbols:
surrogate data.

Fig. 7. Symbolic analysis of experimental ISI data: ‘210’ probability against
modulation frequency, for two modulation amplitudes and five IDC . τ = 5
ns. a-b: IDC = 1.01Ith . c-d: IDC = 1.02Ith . e-f: IDC = 1.03Ith . g-h:
IDC = 1.04Ith . i-j: IDC = 1.05Ith . a,c,e,g,i: Am od = 0.8% of Ith . b,d,f,h,j:
Am od = 1.6% of Ith . Full symbols: original data. Empty symbols: surrogate
data.

the pattern ‘210’ are plotted for the simulated ISIs, for the same284

values of μ0 used in Fig. 4(b).285

From the observations above we can see that, as the dynamics286

becomes faster and the spike rate increases, the differences in287

the time correlations among 4 consecutive spikes for the differ-288

ent modulation frequencies fade away. Fig. 9, that displays for289

experimental data the probabilities of the ‘10’ (top row) and the290

‘3210’ (bottom row) patterns vs. the modulation frequency and291

IDC , shows that it also occurs for the correlations among 3 and292

among 5 consecutive spikes. The same general trends observed293

for ‘210’ can be seen here as the maxima and minima move to294

higher frequencies (see the color patterns shifting to the right295

and to the top) and the differences between maxima and minima296

diminish, as the injection current increases.297

Fig. 8. Symbolic analysis of simulated ISI data: ‘210’ probability against mod-
ulation frequency, for two modulation amplitudes and three values of μ0 . τ = 5
ns. a-b: μ0 = 1.01. c-d: μ0 = 1.02. e-f: μ0 = 1.03. a,c,e: Am od = 0.8%.
b,d,f: Am od = 1.6%. Full symbols: original data. Empty symbols: surrogate
data.

Fig. 9. Symbolic analysis of experimental ISI data. a,b: ‘10’ OP probability
for varying IDC and modulation current. c,d: ‘3210’ OP probability for varying
IDC and modulation frequency. a,c: Am od = 0.8% of Ith . b,d: Am od = 1.6%
of Ith .

These results demonstrate that serial spike correlations tend 298

to diminish as the spike rate of the unmodulated laser becomes 299

faster (the laser spike rate increases either when the delay time 300

is decreased, or when the pump current is increased). 301

VII. DISCUSSION 302

As we have seen, ordinal analysis provides information about 303

the presence of underlying serial correlations in the spike se- 304

quence, which complements the information that can be gained 305

by applying traditional time-series analysis tools. Many studies 306

of the modulated LFFs, using return maps, spectral measure- 307

ments, etc., have been reported in the literature. For example, 308

by using return maps, Giudici et al. [5] and Sukow and Gauthier 309
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[34] demonstrated experimentally that spikes occur preferen-310

tially at time intervals that are multiples of the modulation pe-311

riod. Lam et al. [33] proposed an explanation based on the adi-312

abatic motion of the ellipse formed by the steady state solutions313

of the Lang and Kobayashi model, due to slow modulation. On314

the other hand, Mendez et al. [35] showed that the organization315

of the experimental periodic orbits was equivalent to that of the316

periodic solutions of a simple, low dimensional model proposed317

by Eguia et al. [50]. By analyzing the distribution of ISIs, Buldú318

et al. [51] and Marino et al. [36] found evidence of stochastic319

resonance [52], as there is an optimal modulation frequency that320

maximizes the spike regularity.321

In our previous work [42] we used ordinal analysis to inves-322

tigate how the correlations among several dropouts are affected323

by the modulation frequency and found that the minima and324

maxima of ‘210’ OP probability were related to the noisy phase-325

locking of the spikes. Here we have focused on understanding326

how parameters that determine the natural spike rate (without327

modulation) affect this behavior. A crucial question remains that328

is: which physical mechanisms cause these correlations? While329

these are still unclear, because the same oscillations in the OP330

probabilities are seen in experimental and in numerical data,331

and they are clearly modified by model parameters (such as the332

pump current or the delay time), we speculate that the spike333

correlations are due to the specific organization of the trajecto-334

ries in the systems phase space. The mechanisms responsible335

for spike correlations could also be related to the interplay of336

noise and modulation, in similar way as in stochastic resonance,337

where for an appropriated modulation frequency, the interplay338

of modulation and noise results in maximum spike regularity.339

Most importantly, these correlations could be generic features of340

periodically forced excitable systems: the observations of Fein-341

gold et al. [53] suggested that these systems can be described by342

circle maps, and several of us have shown [24] that a modified343

circle map adequately explains the correlations present in the344

LFF spikes, both, with and without modulation. In [24] it was345

shown that the OP probabilities (experimental observations and346

Lang and Kobayashi model simulations) display a well-defined,347

hierarchical and clustered structure, which is the same as that348

found in a modified circle map. Since the circle map describes349

many dynamical systems, including excitable ones, such corre-350

lations could also occur in other systems.351

VIII. CONCLUSION352

We have studied experimentally the dynamics of a directly353

modulated semiconductor laser with optical feedback in the354

LFF regime. Specifically, we studied how the external cavity355

length (i.e., the feedback delay time, τ ) and the DC value of356

the injection current, IDC , affect the mean ISI and the spike357

correlations.358

Although increasing the modulation frequency in general359

tends to decrease the mean ISI, the effect is non-monotonous and360

there are some oscillations. Moreover, the modulation frequency361

can have a strong or a small effect in the spike rate, depending362

on the parameters. Specifically, if the laser spike rate, without363

modulation, is slow (for large τ or for low IDC ), increasing the364

modulation frequency results in considerably faster spikes; on365

the contrary, if the spike rate is fast (for short τ or for high 366

IDC ), the modulation frequency has only a small effect on the 367

spike rate, and fast modulation is unable to produce much faster 368

spikes. 369

By using symbolic ordinal analysis we also studied how the 370

changes in the spike rate affect the correlations among several 371

consecutive spikes. We calculated the probabilities of occur- 372

rence of the OPs that represent increasingly close spikes: ‘3210’, 373

‘210’ and ‘10’. We used a clearly visible oscillation pattern in 374

the OPs’ probability, when it is plotted against the modulation 375

frequency, to track the changes in the temporal correlations. We 376

found an equivalent effect when decreasing the time delay or 377

when increasing the DC value of the injection current, as the pat- 378

tern moves to higher modulation frequency and the differences 379

between maxima and minima fade out. As the intrinsic spiking 380

dynamics becomes faster, the effects of the current modulation 381

become less pronounced and the temporal correlations for the 382

different modulation frequencies become all alike. 383

We also analyzed simulated spike sequences, using the Lang 384

and Kobayashi model with typical parameters, and found a good 385

qualitative agreement with the experimental observations. 386

Our observations are important for developing optical neu- 387

rons that fully mimic biological ones, which encode the infor- 388

mation about external input signals in the spike rate and in the 389

spike timing. In other words, neuronal systems use sequences 390

of correlated spikes for information encoding and processing 391

and therefore, spike correlations should be carefully taken into 392

consideration when designing optical neurons that mimic the 393

behavior of biological neurons. Our results suggest that there 394

is limited range of modulation frequencies that affect the spike 395

rate and produce spike correlations: if the modulation is too fast, 396

the spike correlations are washed out. 397
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